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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an oral cavity

camera system with improved portability.

SOLUTION: This is a portable oral cavity camera and

display system which includes: (a) a hand piece which has a

slender shape for inserting into an oral cavity and includes a

light discharging part to light up the object in a oral cavity

on the distal end side and further includes an image sensor

to capture an image of the object to generate image signals,

(b) a portable base which is connected with the hand piece

and includes a light source to generate light, an element to

process an image for displaying, a memory part to supply a

stored image for continuous observation and access by

storing the image, and an interface to transmit the stored

image to a peripheral device in a single integrated box body,

and (c) a means which transmits light from the base to the

light discharging part of the hand piece and a means which

transmits image signals from the image sensor of the hand

piece to the element of the base.
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* NOTICES*

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A mouth camera which can be carried and a display system characterized by

comprising the following.

Handpiece which has the shape where it is long and slender for insertion into the mouth, and

contains further an image sensor which catches a picture of the above-mentioned subject and

generates a picture signal including a light emission part for illuminating a subject in the mouth
to a far side.

A light source which is connected with the above-mentioned handpiece and generates light in a

single unification case, A base including an element which processes a picture to a display, a

storage parts store which provides a stored image continuous observation and for access by

memorizing a described image, and an interface which transmits the above-mentioned stored

image to a peripheral device and which can be carried.

Optical connection for sending light to the above-mentioned light emission part of the above-

mentioned handpiece from the above-mentioned base.

Electric connection for transmitting a picture signal from a described image sensor of the above-

mentioned handpiece to the above-mentioned element of the above-mentioned base.

[Claim 2]the above — the system according to claim 1 by which optical and electric connection is

bundled in a single cable which connects the above-mentioned base with the above-mentioned

handpiece.

[Claim 3]The system according to claim 1 which enables the above-mentioned element to start

transmission of a described image to the above-mentioned peripheral device with which a user

passed the above-mentioned interface.

[Claim 4]The system according to claim 1 by which the above-mentioned element enables a user

to take out a picture from the above-mentioned peripheral device via the above-mentioned

interface.

[Claim 5]The system according to claim 1 which includes an electric entry connected to the

above-mentioned element so that the above-mentioned interface may accept a storage device a

picture may be remembered to be, and which can be desorbed.

[Claim 6]The system according to claim 1 by which the above-mentioned interface contains

1



transceiving equipment which builds wireless connection with the above-mentioned peripheral

device.

[Claim 7]The system according to claim 1 by which the above-mentioned peripheral device

contains a printer, a monitor, and at least any 1 of the computers.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the mouth imaging system for dentistries, and in

order to display the picture of the subject in a mouth on details more, it relates to the mouth

camera system which dentist uses.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]The portable electronic camera constituted with the optic for a

mouth image pick-up is used in order to catch the image in a patient's mouth. Typically, this

camera has a long and slender main part containing an image sensor and an optic. An optic and a

sensor are designed catch the image in the mouth when the end used as the end of a far side of a

camera or eyes is inserted in a patient's mouth. Typically, the cable which conveys an electrical

signal connects an image sensor to the end of the side in which the camera which is a part

established in the image processing system or display monitor which enables operation and the

display of a picture has a near communication interface. By seeing the displayed picture, it can

diagnose and suitable treatment is directed.

[0003]It is used in order to transmit light to the end from which an optical fiber cable generally

serves as an eye of a camera in order to illuminate the inside of the mouth. Light is generated by

the lamp generally held in an optical box, or the light source of high intensity like a valve. In a

typical example as shown in U.S. Pat. No. 613221 1, an optical fiber cable makes a termination

by the connector which carries out a plug to the power supply housing which contains a light

source similarly. Preferably, the housing for a power supply and light sources is supported with

the counter upper surface or the pillar of a dental operatory. If it divulges, housing is not

fundamentally movable, but carrying capability is given by having the portable handpiece which

can be desorbed from housing. According to the '211 patent, this design is chosen that the single

handpiece seems to offer what kind of number of treatment apparatus which have a power supply

base, and a display.

[0004]In typical mounting, housing including a power supply and an optical box includes an

external image processing system or a communication interface with a display monitor. This

draws arrangement of the versatility of a processor and a monitor. For example, in

Reveal(registered trademark) Imaging Platform sold by Welch Allyn (registered trademark), a

monitor is carried in the upper part of housing and fixes the whole assembly thoroughly. By
Reveal(registered trademark) Imaging Platform, the handpiece is inserted and (plug-in) made
into the receptacle (entry) of housing the same [ with having mentioned above by the relation

with '21 1 patent ] as a result.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]Use of the mouth camera between dental technicians

is publicly known. These mouth camera is often used, when the visible record of a patient's

condition other than use by sick diagnosis of a gear tooth or the mouth is provided. It is everyday

that dentist, the orthodontist, and its class have two or more treatment apparatus with desirable

2



use of this camera. The present camera system needs use of the electronic computing system and

video monitor which were attached, or use of the independent monitor for image display.

Therefore, to purchase two or more camera systems, or to purchase the display capability for

each treatment apparatus is needed for dentist, and this display system is more large-sized and

bulky.

[0006]In order for dentist to provide sick diagnosis of a gear tooth and the mouth in many cases

and to provide visible record of a patient's condition, it desires to generate the image inside a

patient's mouth. Since the present camera system is not designed in consideration of carrying

nature, it is hard to treat this process, it requires cost, and becomes inconvenient. The camera

system which incorporates an integral-type display and brings about the effect exceeding the

highest state of the art of now and in which true carrying is possible is needed. This camera

could contain the radio or other means which can transmit image data to the data storage part and

printing system which have been arranged at the center.

[0007]Then, this invention aims at offer of the mouth camera system provided with the improved

carrying nature.

[0008]It aims at offer of the above-mentioned camera system with which the capability to

communicate with peripheral equipment has been improved, this invention maintaining carrying

nature.

[0009]This invention is turned to conquering 1 of the problems mentioned above, or the problem

beyond it.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem]When it summarizes briefly, according to the aspect of affairs

of 1 of this invention, this invention, They are a mouth capture (prehension) in which carrying

[ hand ] is possible, and a display system, (a) Handpiece which has the shape where it is long and

slender for insertion into the mouth, and contains further an image sensor which catches a picture

of the above-mentioned subject and generates a picture signal including a light emission part for

illuminating a subject in the mouth to a far side, (b) A light source which is connected with the

above-mentioned handpiece and generates light in a single unification case, A storage parts store

which provides a stored image continuous observation and for access by memorizing an element

and a described image which process a picture to a display, And a base which includes an

interface which transmits the above-mentioned stored image in a peripheral device and in which

carrying [ hand ] is possible, (c) Exist in a system including optical connection for sending light

to the above-mentioned light emission part of the above-mentioned handpiece from the above-

mentioned base, and electric connection for transmitting a picture signal from a described image

sensor of the above-mentioned handpiece to the above-mentioned element of the above-

mentioned base.

[001 l]In further aspect of affairs of this invention, a capture and a display system include a high-

definition picture display with a means to transmit image data to a separate data storage part in a

large-sized monitor, a printer, or a peripheral device like a computer which became independent

physically. A means for transmitting image data, for example (a) radio RF or microwave-

transmission-equipment art, (b) A physically small memory device like a flash plate RAM card

which is easily taken out from a camera part of radio IR art or the (c) system, and is inserted in a

peripheral device may be included.

[00 12]An effect of this invention is in unification of a display with a camera. This unification

enables him for dentist to approach a prehension position and to observe a result of image

recording, and displays a prehension picture in former for profits of dentist or a patient. This
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observation does not require generating a physical print of a picture, but becomes possible.

Unification of a display abolishes the necessity that dentist moves a system which is large-sized

and is bulky to the next treatment room from a treatment room of 1 . Or the necessity of

purchasing two or more systems which require dentist is also eliminated.

[0013]these and other aspects of affairs, the purpose, the feature, and an effect of this invention

scrutinize each claim of detailed explanation of the following desirable example, and the

beginning — it will be understood more clearly and will be recognized by reference of an

accompanying drawing.

[0014]

[Embodiment of the Invention]Since the mouth camera which adopts an electronic formula

sensor is publicly known, this explanation is turned especially to the element which collaborates

with the apparatus by this invention more directly, or forms the parts of apparatus. It may not be

shown especially here but the element which is not explained may be chosen from the element

known in a duty field. The aspect of affairs with the example described may be given by

software. Although this system is illustrated by this invention in the following materials and

software and is explained, it is useful for realization of this invention, but especially the thing

that is not illustrated, and is not explained and proposed is former-like, and is within the limits of

the usual arts means of this field.

[0015]The mouth camera system 10 is provided with the following with reference to drawing 1 .

The dental camera 12 which can be carried, and a power supply.

The display unit and lighting source which are allocated by one by the case (the integral-type

base 14 is called hereafter) which was connected with the camera 12, and which can be carried.

The camera 12 and the integral-type base 14 follow, and constitute the mouth camera provided

with the integral-type display from a viewpoint in this invention. The dental camera 12 is

provided with the following.

Handpiece 19.

The cable 1 8 which connects the dental camera 12 to the integral-type base 14.

As drawing 1 is shown evincive, the integral-type base 14 can be easily received in a hand, and

contains the display monitor 20 which can be easily positioned by a hand in accordance with the

look of dentist and/or a patient. The set of the user control section 22 is formed in the integral-

type base 14, and in order to control the picture and lighting which are displayed on a monitor

with communication with a peripheral device, it can guide operation by a hand easily. The

handpiece 1 6 supports the lens unit 24 containing the lens 26 and the window for light emission

(aperture) and which can be desorbed. The handpiece 16 is long and slender and is generally a

cylindrical shape with a medial axis. The lens 26 is arranged so that the light irradiated with a

right angle by the handpiece 16 by making in an abbreviated perpendicular direction at the

medial axis of the handpiece 16 may be received.

[001 6]With reference to drawing 2 , the integral-type base 14 contains further the central

processing unit (CPU) 30, CPU memory 3 1, the power supply 32, the radio set 34, and the flash

memory (RAM) 36. The user console 22 carries out interface combination at the video control

unit 38 and the lighting-system control unit 40. The lighting-system control unit 40 is connected

to the lighting source 42 which supplies lighting to the handpiece 16 through the optical fiber 44

which is a portion of the cable 18. A lighting source may take the various gestalten known by

person skilled in the art like a halogen arc lamp lighting system, or tungsten/halogen lamp. The

power supply 32 is connected to a power supply like a wall socket (electric socket) by the cable

for power supplies (not shown). The picture signal communication between the handpiece 16 and
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CPU30 is maintained via the electric connection 46 in the cable 18. Although details are not

shown, the handpiece 16 also supports the connection with the light emission window 28 of the

optical fiber 44, and the connection of the electric wire 46 with the image sensor 50 like a former

charge coupled device (CCD). Even if a mirror and other optical goods are required for the

image sensor 50, it is arranged by the former optical path and the lens 26 can form the image of

the mouth subject to the image sensor 50.

[0017]Carrying nature is promoted by uniting the high-definition picture display 20 with the

dental camera system 10 with a means to transmit image data to the separate data storage part

relevant to image printing capability which became independent physically. A high-definition

picture display may be provided by much known art, For example, the thing for which the small

screen (for example, 3 inches) by thin film transistor active-matrix (TFT) art is used, It is

publicly known in the field of handheld computer (hand carry type) television (for example,

CasioEV660 Color Active Matrix Handheld TV). The means for adjusting transmission of image

data (a) radio RF or microwave reception technology, the infrared light transmitting art of (b)

radio, and/. Or the memory technology in which the flash plate RAM card which is easily

removed from the camera part of the (c) system, and is inserted subsequently to the image data

memory section or printer section of a system or desorption like a small hard drive physically

embodied with a small element is possible may be included.

[0018]Therefore, the dental camera system 10 starts communication by the radio link 58 with the

peripheral unit of a variety as shown in drawing 3 via the receiver 34 of the integral-type base 14.

Probably, each of these units has an original data storage part for receiving the transmitted

picture. If expendability about the peripheral unit of a certain kind in the case of being accessed

is not meant, this peripheral unit is provided with the following.

A more large-sized monitor or the television set 60.

Printer 62.

The electronic computing system 64 like former desktop type PC.

Shortly after using this arrangement, dentist may look at the picture on the integral-type base 14,

and can also start transmission of that picture to either of the peripheral units 60, 62, and 64 by

the user control section 22. The unification with the transmitter 34 and the dental camera system

10 of the display monitor 20 enables dentist further to look at the result of image recording, and

also makes it possible to display a prehension picture in former for the profits of dentist or a

patient. For this purpose, the transmitter 34 will receive a picture from the storage parts store

circumference like the electronic computing system 34, and will display the picture memorized

on the display monitor 20. To an important thing, this observation does not need to generate the

physical print of a picture, and generates it in it.

[0019]If this arrangement is used for a similarly important thing, the dentist can separate the

operation printed and processed in which it is [ that it is hard to treat although it is movable
]

sometimes bulky from odontotherapy apparatus, and can assign the room special to these

peripheral equipment. Unification of a display which is additionally connected with a camera

system eliminates the necessity that dentist has to move a bulky large-sized system (a picture

monitor and/or the attached computer) to the next treatment room from the treatment room of 1

.

Or dentist deletes the necessity of purchasing two or more systems applied for two or more

treatment apparatus.

[0020]In a desirable example, the image sensor 50 supplies the picture signal which CPU30
processes for the display on the display monitor 20 (as a video signal). The video control unit 38

interacts via CPU30 and the user control section 22, The mode for starting video/static mode,
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stillness, or record of a video sequence, The mode for stopping an image at arbitrary points

(frieze frame), Functionality is provided to some modes containing the mode for starting

transmission to either of the peripheral equipment shown in drawing 3 , and the mode for starting

extraction of the stored image from external memory like the electronic computing system 64,

for example, in the last two modes, a picture is transmitted and/or received [ from ] via an

antenna or an optical beam emitter (not shown) to either of the peripheral equipment 60, 62, and

64. Or a picture may be memorized by the memory which can be desorbed and the memory
which can be desorbed is transported to a peripheral unit after that. For example, the integral-

type base 14 may include the small entry 66 for RAM card 68 physically, and from the integral-

type base 14, this RAM card 68 is taken out easily, ranks second, and is put and ****(ed) by one

entry of the peripheral equipment 60, 62, and 64 (not shown).

[0021]For example, in order double with the color of the subject in the mouth of doubling with

the color of the usual gear tooth and to adjust the colorimetry of the dental camera system 10, it

is desirable to provide the optimal color calibration to mouth camera application. Drawing 4

shows the processing which amends the color of the system designed for amendment of an oral

cavity image. It is desirable to originate, although it is necessary to carry out color matching

(match) of the gear tooth under various lighting conditions, and to have a broadband match

(broadband spectrum). At Step 70, a camera is initialized by the 1st in order to clear a front color

correction factor from CPU memory 3 1 . These can be a look-up table element, a matrix element,

and the kind of form, such digital data is used by the mathematical conversion process which
corrects the color characteristic of the component of a system in order to make possible the true

color expression generated through the whole system, so that it may be publicly known in the

field of color operation. A lighting system makes it possible to catch two or more pictures,

without making it possible to stabilize in a certain period, making it stop at a period with the

spectrum outputs of the lighting source 42 at the same value, and needing adjustment of the color

temperature (or spectrum-outputs characteristic) of a lighting system. The display monitor 20

may need the period of stabilization before use.

[0022]In Step 72, since an image recording response is characterized by target material, it is

illuminated by the lighting source 42. Although this target material can contain the color

matching chart for the manufacture of a prosthesis by which color matching was carried out, it is

not limited to this. For example, probably, target material contains the white which dentist makes
a gear tooth match aimed at obtaining [ like manufacture of crown ] the prosthesis (notes;

proofreading is not usually made by the target using the mouth camera inside a patient's mouth.).

Typically, a camera is connected to the computer 64 for this proofreading processing.

Proofreading of a system may contain the measured value of this object in order to establish the

characteristic input color response to a mouth camera system. The feature is memorized by CPU
memory 31 with digital data at Step 74, and it is used in order to transform a dental strange color

into the color expression in a system usable in order to generate the output of "a true color."

Proofreading of each output device is also performed and is memorized by each memory (not

shown) of each output device at Step 78. Then, a dental picture is outputted to any of the output

devices 60, 62, and 64 which show drawing 3 at the output device selected at Step 80, for

example they are at the display monitor 20. Thus, the system can perform amendment of color

imbalance also in any of the component of a system, and can provide the output by which the

color was amended regardless of an output channel.

[0023]In the 2nd example of this invention as shown in drawing 5 , a mouth camera and a display

system contain the coupling unit 100 provided with the concave field 102 for engagement at the
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integral-type base 14. The power supply 32 of the integral-type base 14 contains the battery 104

which is connected to the accessible charge electrode 106 from the outside and which can be

charged. The battery charger 108 connected to the accessible charge electrode 110 from the

outside is formed in the coupling unit 100. When the integral-type base 14 is inserted in the

concave field 102 of the coupling unit 100, the electrode 106,1 10 is electrically connected and

the battery 1 04 is charged.

[0024]the 3rd example of this invention as shown in drawing 6 — the handpiece 16 of a mouth
camera and a display system — the wireless transmission link 1 16 — or the interface and electric

appliance for communicating with the integral-type base 14 are included by the memory 118

which can be desorbed. More specifically, the handpiece 16 includes the self light source 120,

the processor 112, the transceiver 124, and the power supply 126. The power supply 26 may
contain the battery 128 which can be charged, and a mouth camera and the display system can

also contain the coupling unit 130 provided with the battery charger 132. When the handpiece 16

is inserted in the coupling unit 130, the electrode 134,136 is electrically connected, and the both

sides of the handpiece 16 and a coupling unit contain the agreeing electrode 134,136 so that the

battery 128 may be charged. An integral-type base may have an original coupling unit, and two
coupling units could also be further embodied by the component of 1, as shown in drawing 5 .

[Translation done.]


